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 Nowadays, whereas the use of social networks and computer networks 

is increasing, the amount of associated complex data with graph 

structure and their applications such as classification, clustering, link 

prediction, and recommender systems has risen significantly. Because 

of security problems and societal concerns, anomaly detection is 

becoming a vital problem in most fields. Applications that use a 

heterogeneous graph are confronted with many issues, such as different 

kinds of neighbors, different feature types, and differences in type and 

number of links. Thus in this research work, we employ the HetGNN 

model with some changes in loss functions and parameters for 

heterogeneous graph embedding to capture the whole graph features 

(structure and content) for anomaly detection, then pass it to a VAE to 

discover anomalous nodes based on reconstruction error. Our 

experiments on the AMiner data set with many base-lines illustrate that 

our model outperforms state-of-the-arts methods in heterogeneous 

graphs while considering all types of attributes. 
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1. Introduction 

Using social networks, computer networks, protein 

network analysis, and financial and security 

services leads to produce graph-structured data. 

However, few labeled data sets are available; thus 

the researchers have to employ unsupervised 

learning methods to tackle graph applications. One 

of the most important and most challenging 

applications is anomaly detection, especially in 

heterogeneous (Het) graphs. By definition, 

anomalous data are rare in data sets, and on the 

other hand, every data set may contain noisy data; 

hence, some algorithms consider abnormal data as 

noise and eliminate them, or do not extract their 

features. This aspect decreases the model’s 

efficiency. Identifying anomalous nodes and edges 

in Het graphs consist of more difficulties, because 

of the variety in types of nodes and edges and their 

attributes, thus in an efficient Het graph 

embedding, we must consider some characteristics 

of graph which are mentioned below. 

First, some nodes may not connect to all types of 

neighbours and the node’s degree may have 

differences significantly. Secondly, the content 

associated with various node types may be 

different. Thirdly, different kinds of neighbours 

contribute in different ways to the node 

embedding. 

In this paper, we present a model inspired by the 

HetGNN model [1], which captures complex 

interactions between network structure and node 

attributes, and utilizes this representation for 

detecting anomalies in weighted Het graphs.  The 

HetGNN model is designed to graph embedding 

for some applications such as classification, 

clustering, link prediction, and node 

recommendation and represents acceptable results; 

however, it has not been applied in the anomaly 

detection field. Here, we optimized some 

parameters, loss functions, and random walk 

procedure for proper graph representation to 

recognize anomalous nodes. This model responds 

with efficient solutions to those mentioned 

challenges in Het graphs.  First, we employ the 

improved HetGNN with some modifications to 

obtain node embedding for anomaly detection task. 

Next, the representation passes to a variational 
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auto-encoder (VAE) to recognize anomalies based 

on reconstruction error. 

The structure of the succeeding sections is as what 

follows. Section 2 reviews recent related works on 

detecting anomalies and graph representation in 

homogenous and Het graphs. Section 3 will 

explain the concepts and framework we are 

proposing. In Section 4 the experimental results 

are elaborated and discussed, and these results 

compare with some base-lines. Finally, in Section 

5, we will conclude with some suggestions for 

future works. 

 

2. Related Works 

Since 1980, various methods have been proposed 

and implemented to recognize anomalies. Most 

classical methods utilize heuristics algorithms, 

machine learning, and tensor-based methods to 

seek unusual nodes, edges, and subgraphs. 

Basically, these methods use structure-based and 

community-based approaches. In structure-based 

methods, e.g. GBAD [2], OddBall [3], and 

GOutRank [4], the main goal is to realize graph 

structure and connections between nodes. The 

node’s degree, the centrality of subgraphs, and 

common patterns in substructures and subgraphs 

help to find rare structural patterns, and as a result, 

anomalous nodes can be identified. Essentially, 

these methods are incapacitated to recognize 

contextual and local anomalies, especially in Het 

graphs. In community-based methods, e.g. SCAN 

[5], and gSkeletonClu [6], algorithms discover 

connected, related, and dense groups of nodes to 

identify nodes that try to communicate between 

most communities more than other nodes as 

anomalies. Distinguishing hub nodes from outliers 

in simple graphs is a crucial task they can do it 

accurately. 

Employing neural networks and deep learning 

methods in the fields of image and video was 

successful substantially. Accordingly, the 

researchers became interested in utilizing neural 

networks in graph problems, e.g. graph 

convolutional networks in classification and 

anomaly detection [7, 8]. The first and basic step in 

the deep learning approach is constructing a new 

representation of graphs to pass into neural 

networks, in such a way that all information about 

graph structure and features embedded in a vector, 

in order to understand and analyse by neural 

networks. Some algorithms such as DeepWalk [9], 

Node2Vec [10], and LINE [11] propose an 

appropriate representation for simple graphs, and 

then density-based and distance-based approaches 

could be employed to detect anomalies. In [12] 

AANE employs an auto-encoder for graph 

embedding, then based on a particular defined loss 

function (removal loss and deviation loss) 

introduces anomalies. Removal loss and deviation 

loss are designed to model the reconstruction errors 

of selected anomalous and normal links, 

respectively. These loss functions alleviate the 

adverse effects of abnormal links in learning graph 

embedding. 

For non-simple (attributed and heterogeneous) 

graphs, methods based on Graph Convolutional 

Network (GCN), Auto-Encoder (AE), Varitional 

Auto-Encoder, Generative Adversarial Network 

(GAN), and Graph Attention (GAT) are applied to 

embed graphs and identify anomalous data. DONE 

produce outlier score for three types of outlier, i.e. 

structure outlier, attribute outlier, and combined 

outlier, along using two separated AE for node 

embedding [13]. AEs are utilized for learning 

structure and attribute of graphs while decreasing 

the negative impacts of outliers in graph 

representation. In [14] the AEGIS inductive model 

uses GNN to learn the representation of the graph 

from the neighbors of the first order to the kth, and 

then uses GAN and the labeled data set to train the 

model so that it can learn the label of new data that 

is newly added to the data set. The output of the 

discriminator section will be the abnormality score 

of each node. Using GAN, in essence, its 

discriminator part, helps to distinguish between the 

embedding of the normal nodes and those of the 

generated anomalies. As a cumulative idea, [15] 

represents a method according to “ensemble 

learning” in machine learning, which identifies 

anomalous nodes in social networks with 

algorithms based on AE, VAE, and GAN as its 

base learners and assigns weights to their results 

for calculating final anomaly score. However, this 

model has not been tested on complex graphs such 

as Het graphs and spatial-temporal graphs. 

Confronting anomaly detection in heterogeneous 

graphs needs two approaches: discovering 

anomalies meanwhile graph embedding and 

discovering anomalies after an appropriate graph 

embedding. At first approach, for detecting global 

and community anomalies, in the SpecAE model 

proposed in [16], employs an AE for all features of 

each node in order to learn its reconstruction error 

and graph embedding. Also, a GCN is used to learn 

node representation based on the node’s neighbors. 

These reconstruction errors are concatenated, and 

the model estimates the measure of abnormality for 

each node by the Gaussian mixture model of those 

errors. The xFraud model that is proposed in [17] 

utilizes GNN. This supervised model has two parts, 

the detector and the explainer. In the detector 

section, a self-attention neural network is used to 
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represent the nodes, and then in the explainer 

section, the participation rate of neighbors of the 

same type of each node and the importance of each 

edge are calculated and scored. The top k nodes 

with the highest scores are introduced as 

anomalous nodes. This is the primary work that 

measures a robust understanding between human 

recognition and explainer outputs. In [18], with a 

semi-supervised learning method, the Semi-GNN 

considers a heterogeneous graph as a multi-view 

graph and earns node’s embedding with the GAT 

mechanism in a hierarchical format. Finally, it 

aggregates the node’s embedding and defines the 

class of each node by using the softmax function. 

This model was experimentally tried on the 

financial data set (ALIPAY) that has weak 

relations between their nodes. 

In the second approach, graph embedding based on 

AE, GAN, and GNN is used to anomaly detection 

by variation of neural network. [19] proposed an 

interpretable and efficient framework embedding 

Het graphs, ie-HGCN. Firstly, features of each type 

of neighbor project to a common semantic space by 

a relation-specific projection matrix. Then it 

utilizes a row-adjacency matrix for same-type 

aggregation for neighbors instead of a GCN layer. 

Finally, an attention mechanism implements a 

type-attention aggregation on different types of 

nodes. They claim this model has quasi-linear time 

complexity. In [20], with NSHE, the node’s 

features and graph structure are mapped to a new 

space by a GCN. The encoder part tries to make the 

node or the graph representation, while the decoder 

part tries to make the initial node or the graph. In 

this case, the structural information and 

characteristics of the graphs will be captured. In 

this case, both anomalous and normal nodes’ 

representation are learned by the same encoder and 

decoder. MV-ACM that introduced in [21] uses a 

multi-view architecture for data sets and a GAN. In 

the generator part, the semantic similarity of nodes 

in complementary views (views that are related to 

each other) is produced, while the discriminator 

section checks the structural similarity of the nodes 

whether the structural information has been 

obtained correctly. Then it updates the semantic 

representation of the node by aggregating the 

neighborhood information from the simultaneous 

views to obtain the final representation of the node. 

Other methods and techniques can also be used to 

detect abnormalities. For example, graph 

summarization methods [21, 22], which are very 

useful in analyzing large graphs, can play an 

indispensable role in detecting anomalies. 

Based on these contributions, identifying 

anomalous nodes in Het graphs needs the whole 

extraction of the structure and attributes of a 

network; more extraction results in more accuracy. 

Moreover, choosing appropriate loss functions and 

parameters of the model has a pivotal role in Het 

graph representation. Furthermore, no model 

considers the weights of edges in graph embedding 

in an efficient way. Hence, in this paper, we 

propose a model based on second approach; i.e. 

graph representation followed by anomaly 

detection (Figure 1). The embedding section is 

inspired by HetGNN model and anomaly detection 

is done by an AE, based on reconstruction error, 

which introduced in the next section. 
 

 

Figure 1. Structure of our proposed model. 

 

3. Framework 

Firstly, in Section 3.1, we explain preliminary 

definitions and the dataset of desired Het graph. 

Two parts of the proposed model and their phases 

to tackle challenges are described in Section 3.2. 

 

3.1. Problem definition 

We denote the weighted Het graph as

( , , , )V EG V E O R , where V and E are node’s 

set and edge’s set, respectively; VO  and ER  are set 

of all types of nodes and set of all types of relations 

between nodes, respectively. For instance, in the 

academic social network AMiner, VO is consist of 

authors, papers, and venues; ER is consist of 

author-writing-paper, author-colleague-author, 

paper-references-paper, venue-publication-paper, 

and venue-contribution-author. Our purpose is 

designing a model  with parameters  to 

embedding a weighted Het graph in the d-

dimensional space , where  
V d




R . In our 

graph, links between nodes type A have weight 

equals to amount of their contribution in writing 

papers. All edges and each edges between nodes 

type A has weight w = 1, unless two authors have 

more than one common paper.  
 

3.2. Proposed model 

As mentioned before, our proposed model has two 

main parts: graph embedding and anomaly 

detection parts.  

Het Graph as 
Input

Het Graph 
Embedding

Anomaly 
Detction

Anomalous 
Nodes as Output
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We employ this model in the social academic 

network AMiner, which represents relations 

between author-author, author-paper, author-venue, 

and paper-venue. This graph is shown in Figure 2; 

the thicker line between A-A shows the weight >1. 

 

Figure 2. Academic social network. 

 

3.2.1. Graph embedding 

Embedding the graph is performed in three phases 

to respond the challenges in Het graphs, which 

finally produce a pre-trained representation for the 

weighted Het graph. This model is illustrated in 

Figure 3. 

Phase 1; Sampling heterogeneous neighbors: 

In the academic social network, there are three 

types of nodes: author (A), paper (P), and venue 

(V). Each of them may have a different number of 

neighbors in any type, and even some nodes of type 

A have links with other nodes of type A with 

different weights. Some methods such as 

GraphSAGE [24] and GAT [25] emphasize the 

sampling of first-order neighbors in any type in 

graph representation, whereas in the representation 

of Het graphs, it should be noted the number of 

neighbors and the number of types of first-order 

neighbors of nodes is different; this approach is 

inefficient and incomplete for Het graph cause of 

their variety of neighbors’ type and number.  

Therefore, we apply a weighted method for 

Random Walk Restart that considers neighbors of 

first order and higher order to extract graph’s 

structure. Hence, we sample a fixed size of 

neighbors for each node by Random Walk Restart; 

for weighted edges between nodes type A, we add 

w times the authors to the random walk sequence. 

Then brings together different types of neighbors.  

 

 

Figure 3. Graph embedding part; inspired by HetGNN. 
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For each node type t, we select the top kt nodes 

from random walk sequences according to the 

frequency. 

Phase 2; Encoding and aggregating 

heterogeneous contents: 

In a Het graph, each type of node may have one or 

more features, and each of them will be mapped to 

a vector in a different way, depending on their 

content. For instance, textual contents can be 

mapped with word2vec, visual contents with CNN, 

and categorical contents with one-hot-encoding. 

The important issue in the representation of Het 

graphs is considering all features of each node; 

also, the size of the embedded vector should be the 

same for all nodes’ types. Thus all the features of 

each node must be aggregated. Different methods 

for aggregation have been proposed in [10, 19, 20]: 

averaging, using LSTM, using GCN fully 

connected neural network, max-pooling, and 

concatenation. We extract vC  the content of the 

node v V  and encode it into a fixed-size vector 

by a neural network 1f , where 𝑓1(𝑣) ∈ ℝ𝑑×1 and

d is the dimensions of embedded contents. The 

representation of the i-th feature of the content vC  

is introduced by 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑑𝑓×1  which 
fd is the 

dimension of the content feature. Hence: 

1

{ ( )} { { ( )}

( )
x x

v

i i

i C

v

LSTM C x LSTM C x

f v
C

 


   
 





 

(1) 

where 
x

C is a feature transformer with x

parameters. To extract the deep interactions of the 

features, we pass the vector resulting from the 

transformation to a bi-directional LSTM, and by 

averaging over all the latent states of the LSTM, 

we obtain the feature vector representation of each 

node. 

To aggregate features of each node, note that the 

type and features of each type of neighborhood, 

affect their neighborhood. For example, node type 

A, which is the author, is connected with node type 

P, which has the attribute of publication year and 

title, and node type V, which is the publisher of his 

articles. So, the feature of node type A is affected 

by its own features and the features of node type P 

(in this research, node type V has no 

characteristic). For these reasons, a feature vector is 

made by concatenating the pre-trained vector of 

each node with the average features of each type of 

neighboring node. The pre-trained vector of each 

node is obtained from the mapped random walk 

sequences using the word2vec method. 

Phase 3; Aggregating heterogeneous neighbors: 

After capturing the feature vector of each node, 

now we need to aggregate them considering the 

graph structure. Accordingly, for each type of 

neighbor, deep features are obtained using 

BiLSTM and averaging is done on all its latent 

states to obtain a representation for each type of 

neighbor.  

1 1

' ( )

2

{ ( ')} { { ( ')}

( )
( )

tv N vt

t

LSTM f v LSTM f v

f v
N v



 
 





 

(2) 

where 1( ')f v  is the representation resulting from 

the aggregation of feature vectors in the previous 

step, t represents the type of node and ( )tN v  is the 

number of neighbors of type t of each node.  

After aggregating representation of neighbors of 

the same type, all types need to combine, which is 

the responsibility of the attention mechanism 

(GAT). In [25], this mechanism is introduced to 

find the influence of neighbors in classification. 

This method, without using expensive matrices and 

with only at least one neural network layer, gives 

each node a weight of their importance in the 

display of other adjacent nodes; Unlike GCNs, 

which give equal weight to all neighbors. This 

technique is selected in this research because each 

type of node, regardless of its number, has a special 

effect in representing the graph. For example, there 

may be many P-type nodes and very few V-type 

nodes in the vicinity of an A-type node; but the 

importance of V-type nodes is more. It is an 

important tip, especially in the design of anomaly 

detection algorithms.  

The suggested loss function in this model is 

designed based on distance error; Considering the 

idea that in unsupervised algorithms where the 

initial space is mapped to a space with different 

dimensions, the distance between the data points in 

the two spaces should not change much [26]. 

Therefore, we utilize the MSE (Mean Square Error) 

loss function. 

 

3.2.2. Anomaly detection 

VAE is a type of neural network that is used for 

unsupervised algorithms. The basis of this type of 

network is to minimize the reconstruction error 

between the probability distribution of input and 

output; here, we will identify the most abnormal 

nodes based on this error rate. In anomaly detection 

problems, utilizing the probabilistic parameters in 

the latent space has the advantage that it does not 

deal with the exact data; rather, it assigns a 

probability distribution of the data, which reduces 

the sensitivity to the absolute value of the data and 
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better discovers the similarities and differences of 

the data. The data in the latent space has a 

distribution with mean and standard deviation, 

which should be determined as network 

parameters. 

According to the above concepts, the nodes that 

have a higher probability of reconstruction error are 

more different than other nodes and therefore are 

known as anomalies in the data set [27]. Thus it is 

necessary to define a threshold value for 

probabilistic reconstruction error. In the approach 

that we have considered in the academic social 

network, we assume the threshold value to be 0.95 

(and 0.97) of the training model reconstruction 

error (because the amount of anomaly in the set is 

5% and 3%). Because anomalies are generally very 

few in real-world data sets, the error of a very large 

number of reconstructed data should be less than 

the error threshold. Although determining the 

threshold value based on the quartile requires the 

prior knowledge of the data set analyst, it can 

become a factor for the generalization of model 

design in inductive algorithms. 

This model recognizes structural and contextual 

anomalies; Random Walk Restart and GAT are 

able to discover the graph’s structure, and LSTMs 

help to map nodes’ features effectively .Hence, an 

efficient graph embedding is generated and as a 

consequence, VAE does its task reliably. 

 

4. Experiments 

In this section, we perform empirical evaluations 

on two parts of the AMiner data set to verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed model; data from the 

years 2010 to 2014 for train set and test set and 

data from year 1998 just for test set.  

Because there is no labeled and ground truth data 

set with the Het graph structure for graph-based 

anomaly detection, anomalies must be injected into 

the data set. Thus in [23, 24], an anomaly injection 

method based on the previous research works in 

this field are used, which injects anomalies both in 

the structure and in the content of the graph. 

Accordingly, nodes are not added to the graph 

structure, but the connections and content of the 

nodes are changed from their normal and initial 

state. To inject anomalies in the structure, m nodes 

are selected from the data set and an m-clique is 

made. With this justification that complete 

connections rarely occur in real data, so this can 

make this part of the graph structure abnormal. 

Create the clique n times with different nodes; 

finally, we will have m×n  nodes with structural 

anomalies. In this research, for the values 

312m   and 20n   (5% anomaly), 190m  

and 20n   (3% anomaly) anomaly injection has 

been done in the author and paper type nodes. For 

injecting anomalies in the content of the graph, m 

other nodes are selected for n times. For each m 

nodes, out of the subset of nodes, k other nodes are 

selected from the data set and the node whose 

feature has the largest Euclidean distance with that 

node is found, then the feature of the farthest node 

replaces the feature of the desired node. We do this 

with the same values of m and n. 

 

4.1. Data set 

One of the most famous and widely used data sets 

in the field of graphs is the AMiner academic 

social network data set. This data set includes the 

information of 2092356 articles and books 

published from 1986 to 2014, as well as 1712433 

authors of these articles. We have this information 

for papers: the papers’ index, the title of the papers, 

authors and their organizational affiliation, year of 

publication, name of the publisher, index of 

references and abstract of the paper. Authors' 

information includes the index, author's name and 

organizational affiliation, number of articles, 

number of references to author's articles, h-index, 

p-index, up-index, and each author's field of 

interest. 

 

Table 1 shows the statistical characteristics of a part 

of this large data set that has been used in this 

research. 

 

Table 1. Details of the data set. 

5% anomaly 3% anomaly 

Percentage 

# of 

249656 2492656 nodes 

1845113 924344 edge 

12480 7600 anomalies 

4.2. Evaluation metric and settings 

The evaluation metric that we used for comparing 

numerically our model with other works is 

described in the following. 

AUC: AUC is the area under the receiver operating 

characteristic curve, which is plotted by two 

metrics True Positive Rate (TPR) and False 

Positive Rate (FPR). The closer measure to one is 

indicated the model has better performance than 

farther measure from one. 

 

4.3. Baselines 

Our model has been assessed by comparing its 

performance against some recent methods: 

Anomalous: This model combines the 

information, features, and structure of the network 
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in such a way that the features of noisy and 

irrelevant nodes are filtered and anomaly detection 

is done with the remaining features [30]. 

Dominant: This model, designs in [31] to detect 

structural and content anomalies by using the GCN 

and graph embedding learning, and finally scoring 

nodes based on the measure of the reconstruction 

error. 

AnomalyDAE: This model finds a complete 

representation of the structure and content of the 

graph using two self-encoders, and then uses it to 

identify the anomaly based on the amount of the 

reconstruction error [32]. 

GAAN: Simultaneously, the features of graph are 

obtained by the AE, and the nodes with higher 

reconstruction error are identified as anomalies 

[33]. 

For developing codes we use Python and some 

packages such as Numpy, Pandas, Pytorch, 

Tensorflow, Geometric, genism, and SAGOD. An 

embedding dimension is set to 128. In random 

walk restart the return probability is set to 0.5, 

length walks for each node equals 100, the size of 

sampling node for node type A, P, and V are set to 

12, 12, and 4, respectively. In word2vec model, 

parameters to map textual features are as follows: 

dimension is set to 128 and window size equals 5. 

In aggregating neighbors, we use Adam optimizer 

with learning rate equals 0.003 and MSE loss 

function. We use GAT with three head, negative 

slop equals 0.2 for LeakyRelu, and consider bias 

for computing weights. Parameters of VAE are as 

follows: optimizer is Nadam with learning rate 

equals 0.00005, loss function is Poisson, latent 

space size is set to 32 and use Elu as activation 

function in encoder and decoder parts.  

 

4.4. Results and Discussion  

In this section, results and outputs are discussed 

and the results of our model will compare with 

baselines. Experimentally, despite lower AUC in 

our model than HetGNN in classification, our 

model has less time computational cost, because of 

our loss function in implementing the model. 

The results of our proposed model on mentioned 

data sets compare with the results of Anomalous, 

AnomalyDAE, Dominant, and GANN models in 

two cases of 5% and 3% anomaly rate and in two 

parts of the data set (articles from 2010 to 2014 and 

1998); we use the 90% of five-year period for train, 

and 10% of it and one-year period for test. From 

the evaluation results of the model presented in this 

research (Figure 4) for five-year-period, it is 

confirmed that due to the small number of 

anomalies, finding them is an important challenge 

in the problem of anomaly detection. Because 

anomalous nodes are rare (especially in dataset 

with 3% anomalous nodes), their features are 

mapped harder than dataset with 5% anomalous 

nodes. Consequently, by increasing the amount of 

anomaly in the data set, the result of the proposed 

model is improved. 

Figure 4. Evaluating AUC values for proposed model in 

two cases on five-year-period; 5% anomly (top) and 3% 

anomaly (bottom). 

In Table 2, the comparison of AUC in the data set 

corresponding to two time periods in both 3% and 

5% anomaly states, the importance of the amount 

of information in the graph could be visible. 
 

Table 2. Comparing AUC values in baselines models. 

Methods AUC 

3% Anomaly 5% Anomaly 

2010-2014 1998 2010-2014 1998 

Anomalous  0.500 0.506 0.504 0.505 

AnomalyDAE 0.581 0.499 0.534 0.542 

Dominant 0.567 0.482 0.521 0.536 

GANN 0.594 0.488 0.543 0.550 

Our model 0.602 0.600 0.736 0.648 
 

The amount of information in a one-year period is 

less compared to a five-year period, cause of less 

nodes and links, which has led to a decrease in 
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AUC. Therefore, these models provide better 

results in non-sparse graphs. Hence, for better 

evaluation, we compare the results in the period of 

2010-2014. Although, all models extract both 

structural and content features theoretically, 

Anomalous has the lowest AUC; because other 

models use neural networks for feature extraction, 

which is more successful than other methods. In 

addition, GANN performed better than Anomalous 

and Dominant, indicating that GANs are more 

successful in unsupervised problems. The 

AnomalyDAE model performed better than 

Dominant, despite both of them using AE to 

represent the graph; the reason is that 

AnomalyDAE uses two separate AEs to extract 

structural and content features, while Dominat uses 

one AE to display the graph after concatenating the 

structural and content features. From the 

comparison of the proposed model with other 

models, as it is clear from Figure 4, Figure 5, and 

Table 2, the proposed model provides better results 

in all cases, despite the complexity and more 

information in this model, it is more efficient than 

other models. This method like most of them, use 

neural networks and separate AEs for graph 

embedding and determines the anomalies of the 

data set based on the reconstruction error. The 

main reason for the difference in the AUC measure 

is considering the effect of neighbors (same type 

and non-same type) in the graph representation.

5. Conclusion 

In this research, an efficient graph embedding was 

introduced to detect anomalies in weighted Het 

graphs. First, the graph representation was obtained 

with the modified HetGNN model, and then 

anomalies were identified using VAE and the 

measure of reconstruction error. HetGNN was 

designed and applied for classification, clustering, 

and link prediction in Het graphs; but we adopt it 

for weighted Het graphs to detecting anomalies. 

We employ this method on two parts of AMiner 

data set and has acceptable result in comparison to 

some base-lines. The following suggestion can lead 

to the improvement of the model and will be 

investigated in future researches: Investigating the 

detection rate of structural and content anomalies 

and looking for a suitable and appropriate solution; 

Modifying some parameters of the pre-trained part 

and optimizing them to detect anomalies (using 

GAT and VAE has been effective); Adding another 

part to the model to limit the results and reduce the 

amount of false positives; Choosing implicit values 

for the reconstruction error threshold as a function 

of distance. 
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 چکیده:

مبربب  ببا سباختار فبرا  و  دهیبچیپ یهباداده زانیباسب،، م شیدر حبال افبزا یاانبهیرا یهاو شببکه یاجتماع یهاکه استفاده از شبکهیحالامروزه، در

 شبکت م لیباسب،  ببه دل افتبهی شیافبزا یبه طور قابل بوجه فرهیبوص یهاستمیو س نکیل ینیبشیپ ،یبندخوشه ،یبندها مانند طبقهآن یکاربردها

که از فرا  ناهمگون اسبتفاده  ییشده اس،  کاربردها لیها ببد نهیزم شتریدر ب یابیموضوع ح کیبه  یناهنجار صیبشخ ،یاجتماع یهایو نگران یتیامن

مواجبه هسبتند  ببه  ونبدهایهبا، و بنبوع در بابداد پمختلف فره یهایژفیهر فره، انواع و یهاهیمانند انواع متفاو  همسا یاریبس یهابا چالش کنند،یم

دار نشبانش فبرا  نباهمگون وزن یمبدل، ببرا یو پارامترهبا نبهیدر بوابع هز را ییبغ یبا اعمال برخ HetGNNما از مدل  ق،یبحق نیدر ا ل،یدل نیهم

 یرعبادیغ یهافره کشف یبرا VAE کیسپس از  م،یبدس، آور یناهنجار صیبشخ یفرا  )ساختار و محتوا( را برا یهایژفیبا کل و میکنیاستفاده م

( ببا سبالهکیسباله و )بازه پنج Aminer یهادو بخش از مجموعه داده یما بر رو یهایبررس جینتا یسهی  مقامیکنیاستفاده م یبازساز یبر اساس خطا

 زانیبنباهمگون ببه م یهبارا در فرا  هبایناهنجار بوانبدیکه مبدل مبا م دهدیبر فرا  نشان م یمبتن یناهنجار صیبشخ ینهیدر زم گریچند مدل د

   ردیفیفرا  را در نظر م یهافره یهایژفیکه همه انواع و یدهد؛ در حال صیبشخ یمناسب

 فرافی  ین، شبکه عصبوفرا  ناهمگ ،نشانش فرا ، فرا بر  یمبتن یناهنجار صی، بشخفرا  کاوی :کلمات کلیدی

 


